Communication and Language.
Describing words for water eg.plop, splash, drip.
Tell the story of Penguin Small. Perform story of
penguin small.
Cuddley Dudley
Mr Archmedies Bath
Class discussions taking turns etc
Who sank the boat?
Mr Gumpy’s outing

Literacy.
Keywords from the story of Penguin Small. Sequencing
and telling the story of Penguin Small.
Cuddly Dudley
Sequencing stories ‘Who sank the boat’

Personal and social development.
Story of the Rainbow Fish (sharing). Circle time – sharing with
your friends.
Look again at story of Penguin small and describe how Polar
Bears behaved and how Penguin felt. If penguin small was at
our school what could we do/tell him to help him
Noah’s Ark. Discuss how the animals feel as they go into the ark.
How do you feel when you go somewhere new?

Splish, Splash, Splosh
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Physical development.
Dressing for winter weather in role play area (fastening
coats, putting gloves on etc).
The coat and hat challenge. Who can dress for winter
before the timer runs out? Role play area
Building boats. Use boxes etc to make boats of differing
shapes and sizes. Test using animals from small world

Mathematics.
Capacity. Measuring water in different size and shaped
containers. Snowmen number bonds to 5 then 10
Snowballs in the snowman’s hat. Calculate the total at the
end of the week.
Pairs. Matching pairs eg socks, gloves, scarves, wellingtons
etc. Counting in 2s, introducing odd and even numbers
Introduce 1p 2p 5p 10p
Mr Archemedie’s bath. Mr Gumpy’s boat.

Assessment.
Understanding the world.
Making rain experiment. Ice balloons. Investigate.
Purple Mash snow paint.
Test the boats children have made using small
animals. Do they float/sink?
Floating and sinking. Children to predict then test.
Who sank the boat? Mr Archemedie’s bath. Mr
Gumpy’s boat.

Display opportunities.
Clouds and raindrop words hanging in art area.
The story of Penguin Small/Cuddly Dudley
Role play and small world area. Ice and snow.
Ten fat snowmen
Ice balloons-UW
Who sank the boat

UW Wk 2. Floating and sinking. Children to
predict then test.
EAD-Wk3. Making penguins
M-Wk 4.Number bond problems. 3 + ?
makes 5.
Lit Wk 5. Guided read

Visits and visitor opportunities

Expressive arts and design.
Listen to Saint-saen ‘The Aquarium’
Rainstorm sounds circle game. Raindrop splatter painting in
response. Printing penguins.
Small World Polar Exploration table.
Winter wonderland-let’s move
Junk modelling
Making penguins

Homework.
Wk 1 Junk modellin
Wk 2 Test and then make a list of objects that float and sink
Wk 3 Chose a number between 1-10 How many different sums
can you make using the number?
Wk 4 The coat and hat challenge. How fast can you put your C&H
on? Can you fasten your own coat?
Wk 5 What are you good at when you are at home
Wk 6 Sorting and recognising coins
.

